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HOW THIS WORK CAME TO BE…

¡ MSc student project during 3 months of summer 2018 (completed successfully by Eric Dilmore)

¡ “Session types in Coq” project proposal/call:

“ Session types are a type formalism which allow specification and verification of protocols among software components in 
distributed systems […]

The π-calculus is a model of computation […]

Coq is a formal proof management system. It provides a formal language to write mathematical definitions, executable 
algorithms and theorems together with an environment for semi-interactive development of machine-checked proofs.

The goal of this project is to formalise the session π-calculus in Coq, including syntax, semantics and type 
system. Finally, the project will include certification of fundamental theorems, of type preservation and type 
safety for the session π-calculus. ”



THE Π-CALCULUS

¡ A computational model for communication and concurrency

¡ Channels/names (x,y… ) and processes (P,Q… ) are key concepts.

¡ Communication occurs between two processes in parallel composition

Chapter 2

Background Knowledge

In this chapter, the basics of session types and the ⇡-calculus, which this project models, are dis-
cussed. Syntax, typing rules, and reduction rules that are used throughout the rest of the paper are
provided. The Coq proof assistant is discussed and an introduction is provided for the syntax and
semantics of the proof language.

2.1 ⇡-calculus

Process calculus, or ⇡-calculus [13], is a formalization of communication between processes. Like
Turing machines and the �-calculus before it, the ⇡-calculus succinctly models computation. How-
ever, its ability to model communication across various channels makes it useful for the modern
programming environment, which relies heavily on correct communication. The ⇡-calculus models
communication as concurrently-running processes which can communicate across channels.

Figure 2.1 provides the syntax for the ⇡-calculus. Inaction, or 0, is the terminator for all processes,
and it does nothing. Scope restriction declares two connected names, called co-names, x and y,
which act as channel ends for communication. Output and input represent sending into a channel
end and receiving a value from the opposite end. Selection and branching are an extension of this
same idea: branching presents a number of choices for execution, each indexed by a label. Selection
sends that choice over a channel. Communication in the ⇡-calculus always occurs synchronously.
Parallel composition allows for these operations to occur at the same time: the processes on either

P,Q ::= 0 inaction
(⌫xy)P scope restriction
uhvi.P output
u(x).P input
u / lj .P selection
u . {li : Pi}i2I branching
P | Q parallel composition

u, v ::= x name
⇤ unit

Figure 2.1: Syntax of ⇡-calculus
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(BINARY) SESSION TYPES

¡ Session types model communication protocols among distributed systems components

¡ Specify type, direction and order of data exchanged.

(C-CompComm)
P | Q ⌘ Q | P

(C-ScopeComm)
(⌫xy)(⌫zw)P ⌘ (⌫zw)(⌫xy)P

(C-Comp0)
P | 0 ⌘ P

(C-CompAssoc)
(P | Q) | R ⌘ P | (Q | R)

(C-Scope0)
(⌫xy)0 ⌘ 0

x, y /2 fn(Q)
(C-ScopeExp)

(⌫xy)P | Q ⌘ (⌫xy)(P | Q)

(C-ScopeSwap)
(⌫xy)P ⌘ (⌫yx)P

Figure 2.3: Structural congruence of ⇡-calculus terms

T ::= Unit unit type
S session type

S ::= End termination
!T.S send
?T.S receive
&{li : Si}i2I branch
�{li : Si}i2I select

Figure 2.4: Syntax of Session Types

2.2 Session types

When two distributed processes attempt to communicate, they must agree on a protocol, a descrip-
tion of the order and form of the messages sent between the two processes. For example, a simple
HTTP server expects a GET request for a route, and it will send back the content at that URI. If
either the client or server sends a kind of message the other does not expect, there will be an error.
As the internet became more popular, several research projects attempted to model communication,
such as Concurrent Smalltalk [15] and Ada [1]. Such work typically described communication as
unrelated remote procedure calls, but as we see in our HTTP example, the sequencing is as im-
portant as the form. A complete view of correctness cannot be inferred from single disconnected
messages.

Session types, first proposed by Honda [7, 8], added to this past work by formalizing sequences
of communication across a single communication channel. Session types formalize this sequence
of messages, known as a session, at both channel ends and ensure that they match. Each sent
message must be paired with a reception of the same type of message on the other end. A program
may be tested against this protocol to ensure that it meets the protocol specification. Due to the
common occurrence of communication in modern computing, there is still active interest in such
type systems.

The formulation of session types used in this work is adapted from two more recent formulations
of session types [14, 2]. The syntax of session types are provided in Figure 2.4. The Unit type
is the only base, non-channel type provided here, for simplicity. Other types could be added with
little effort, including Bool or Nat, as they operate in the same way as Unit. All other types are
session types, used to type communication channels. Send types a channel that must first output a
value of type T , then perform the actions in S; receive similarly types input. Note that, like with
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COQ PROOF ASSISTANT

¡ “Coq is a proof assistant. It means that it is designed to develop mathematical proofs, and especially to write formal 
specifications, programs, and proofs that programs comply to their specifications.”

¡ The Coq Proof Assistant provides

¡ Gallina: a functional, dependently-typed programming language

¡ A tactics language: for constructing proofs



COQ EXAMPLE

¡ Gallina’s type system has two basic types: Prop and Set

¡ Prop for propositions, i.e. well-formed propositions are of type Prop.

¡ Set for data structures and functions over them

Type is a super type of Prop and Set

Inductive bool : Set :=
| true : bool
| false : bool.

Inductive seq : nat -> Set :=
| niln : seq 0
| consn : forall n : nat, nat -> seq n -> seq (S n).

Figure 2.9: Coq type examples

Fixpoint length (n : nat) (s : seq n) {struct s} : nat :=
match s with
| niln => 0
| consn i _ s’ => S (length i s’)
end.

Theorem length_corr :
forall (n : nat) (s : seq n), length n s = n.

Proof.
intros n s. induction s.
- (* length 0 niln = 0 *) simpl. trivial.
- (* length (S n’) (consn n’ _ s’) = (S n’) *)

simpl. rewrite IHs. trivial.
Qed.

Figure 2.10: Proof Example1

cal properties that are merely type-checked. The Type type is a supertype containing both Set
and Prop. Figure 2.9 contains examples of inductively-defined types. The various cases that are
allowed within each type are called constructors. The bool type includes just two constructors:
true and false. The seq type represents a list of naturals, with the length encoded in the type.
A value of seq n should have length n. The constructors of seq include niln, which is a base
case, and consn, which builds the sequence by appending a new element to the front. Notice that
types can include normal values — in this case, a natural number n is used to parameterize the type.

Properties in Gallina are denoted by types. A proof, then, is simply a witness value of a type. We
typically build these by declaring the type to prove and then filling in the holes in the value, called
a goal, using the high-level tactics language to find a correct value to fill the hole. In the interactive
Coq environment, we are shown each goal change as we use each tactic. In Figure 2.10, we build
a proof to demonstrate that a length function correctly returns the length of the sequence. The
intros tactic gives names to the variables in the forall statement, removing the forall from
the goal. We use induction to use inductive reasoning on the structure of s, considering the
case of niln and consn separately. In each case, the proof follows trivially from the definition of
length: after we simplify, we achieve the same value on each side. In the inductive case, we are
given the inductive hypothesis, generated from the definition of the consn constructor, which reads
length n’ s’ = n’. We use this equality to rewrite our goal, replacing occurrences of the left-
hand side with the right-hand side, before asserting that the two sides of our goal are equivalent.
The Qed statement concludes our proof and performs one last check that it was successful.

1Example from A Short Introduction to Coq, https://coq.inria.fr/a-short-introduction-to-
coq
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PROJECT DESIGN

¡ Crucial choices: name binding and typing environments à the path taken influences the proofs!

¡ Name binding (restriction and input):

¡ String names

¡ De Bruijn indices

¡ Locally nameless

¡ Parametric Higher-Order Abstract Syntax (PHOAS)

¡ Type environments:

¡ Partial functions: name à types

¡ Association list

¡ List of optional types



STRING NAMES

Straightforward approach of using strings names for channel names.

¡ Pros

¡ Immediate visual symmetry of π-calculus theory and its representation in Coq

¡ Greater confidence of correctness of implementation

¡ Cons

¡ Difficulties of “fresh names”

¡ Alpha-renaming or Barendregt convention are possible, but need lemmas etc.

¡ Difficulties of correctly implementing to type environments

(new x y) (x ! Unit; P0 ||| y ? z; P0)

Similarly, the typing judgement for input (see Section 2.2) could be written as follows:

| TIn : forall (x y : name) T S P G G1 G2,
G1 |-v x : ?T; S -> G2;; x : S;; y : T |-p P ->
G ˜= G1 + G2 ->
G |-p x ? y; P

The visual similarity gives us great confidence that we have correctly implemented the processes,
reduction rules, and typing judgements. Visual similarity is not, of course, foolproof evidence of
a correct implementation of the component parts. Examples and additional proofs can both help
further conclude that the implementations are correct.

Difficulties arise from the necessity for fresh variables and the difficulty of correctly implementing
typing environments using string names. It is important in the ⇡-calculus that all names are, in
fact, unique. Via the process congruence rule C-Scope-Expansion (see Section 2.1), we are able to
expand the scope of a name as long as that name is not free within the inner scope. This means
that we must have a convention for keeping names distinct from one another and for maintaining
this distinction across a proof. An alpha-renaming convention is possible, but requires the ability to
choose fresh variables, a non-trivial task for string names. Alternatively, one can define a property
stating the Barendregt convention, namely that all bound variables are distinct from all free variables
and that all bound variables are distinct from one another. This requires many lemmas to prove that
this convention holds when descending to syntactically-smaller processes and that it holds over
reduction. Moreover, the convention is difficult to use in practice, requiring much deconstruction
to produce the specific facts required for a proof.

The greater challenge with string names is correctly implementing type environments. Any correct
implementation must store the names alongside the types, which leads to a variation on maps. The
implications of this are discussed below in Section 3.2.

3.1.2 De Bruijn indices

De Bruijn indices are a name representation that seeks to avoid the necessity of alpha-renaming by
using a type with simple semantics for fresh names: natural numbers. Each name n refers back to
the nth-nearest binding.

As an example, the process (⌫xy)(xh⇤i.0 | y(z).yhzi).0 is translated into de Bruijn indices as
(⌫)(1h⇤i.0 | 0().1h0i).0. Note that the name bindings are implied: the (⌫) construct binds names
1 and 0, and the input construct binds the name 0. Also note that, as new names are bound, previous
names are shifted up: y is referred to by 0 before the input binding and by 1 after it. The name
0 always refers to the most recent binding, and names count back from there. Lastly, note that,
whereas most handwritten de Bruijn indices start at 1, indices in this paper will begin at 0, since the
nat type in Coq starts with 0, making 0 a more convenient base case.

The concept of k-free names is useful for de Bruijn indices. As we descend the structure of a
process, new names become bound. Thus, it is useful to be able to state a degree of freeness of a
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DE BRUIJN INDICES (OUR CHOICE!)

¡ Name representation using nats: name n refers to the nth -nearest binding

¡ Pros
¡ Solves the problem of fresh names (no alpha-renaming)

¡ Renaming becomes mechanical and systematic (lift all free variable indices when new bindings are introduced)

¡ Allows for list-like, as opposed to map-like structure for type environments

¡ Cons
¡ Visual disconnection from standard π-calculus processes

¡ Shifting variables upon expanding/removing a scope à increased effort in scope expansion
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LOCALLY NAMELESS

¡ Different convention for free and bound names: de Bruijn indices for bound and atoms for free names.

¡ Pros
¡ Same as de Bruijn

¡ More readability for free variables

¡ Substitution is easier due to division of bound/free names

¡ Cons
¡ More cases to analyse (free names)

¡ Variable shifting replaced by opening/closing scopes

¡ Typechecking is harder due to opening/closing of scopes



PARAMETRIC HIGHER-ORDER ABSTRACT SYNTAX (PHOAS) 

¡ The HOAS uses the metalanguage itself to represent names

¡ The PHOAS: the name type becomes a variable, postponing the actual type of names until we need them.

¡ Pros
¡ Names are always fresh, as they are handled by Coq (!)

¡ Visually-natural method of writing processes.

¡ Seems more adequate and is left as future work

¡ Cons
¡ More difficult to implement than de Bruijn indices… 

name, since it may be free in a certain context but not in another. A name n is k-free if n � k, or it
is free within a process with k or fewer bindings.

De Bruijn indices solves the problem of fresh variables by making renaming a mechanical process.
To ensure that adding a binding does not create a name conflict, it is needed to simply increment,
or lift, all of the free variables in the process. It is clear which variables are free and which are
not simply by the number of bindings surrounding it. Using de Bruijn indices also simplifies type
environments, freeing us from a map-like structure and allowing for a list structure, using the indices
as the connection to the name.

The first problem with using de Bruijn indices is the visual disconnect between the original de-
scription and the internal representation. As stated previously, visual similarity is not enough to
determine the correctness of a formalization, and doubt can be dispelled through further proofs and
examples. The other issue with de Bruijn indices is the necessity to shift variables upon expanding
or removing a scope, leading to an increased effort in scope expansion.

Although de Bruijn indices for names were ultimately chosen for this project, discussion is provided
for two more naming representations.

3.1.3 Locally nameless

The locally nameless representation is an attempt to simplify substitution by using a different nam-
ing convention for free and bound names. De Bruijn indices are used for bound variables, while
atoms are used for free variables. An atom, while presented on paper as a letter, is more typi-
cally represented internally as a natural number in order to make it easier to find fresh variables.
Moreover, they allow for free variables to appear in a more visually-similar form to the original
version.

In the place of variable shifting, however, is the process of opening and closing scopes. In order
to descend into a new name’s scope, that scope must be “opened” by replacing the lowest bound
name with a free name while shifting all of the remaining bound names down. Moreover, while
the division of bound and free names makes operations like substitution simpler, it makes other
operations, such as type checking, more complicated by requiring the opening or closing of scopes.
The locally nameless representation also adds more cases to analyze when considering the type of
a value: while de Bruijn indices only have cases for 0 and S n’, locally nameless values must also
include a case for a free name.

3.1.4 Parametric Higher-Order Abstract Syntax (PHOAS)

The Higher-Order Abstract Syntax (HOAS) representation of variable binders uses the metalan-
guage itself to represent names. In this case, we would use Coq functions to represent a name
binder and use that variable throughout the process term. An example would be:

forall x : name,
PInput (VName x) (fun y : name => POutput (VName y) VUnit P0)
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TYPE ENVIRONMENTS

¡ Type environments are associations of names to types.

¡ Several representations of type environments in Coq, but we want to satisfy the following properties:

1. A powerful inductive principle: important for writing proofs about type environment split

2. Commutative insert function: removing and re-adding an element with a new value, while split is still valid

¡ We’ll discuss the choice in terms of these properties.



PARTIAL FUNCTIONS: NAMES àTYPES

¡ Most basic implementation: names in the environment produce the corresponding type; names outside the 
environment produce None.

¡ Pros

¡ Simple implementation

¡ Provides a commutative insert function through functional extensionality

¡ Cons

¡ Difficult for the induction principle; a list of stored values needed



ASSOCIATION LIST

¡ One step from partial functions, is the association list:

¡ insert function adds to the top of the list

¡ lookup function traverses the list until it finds a pair, or returns None

¡ Pros

¡ Simple implementation

¡ Provides an inductive principle

¡ Cons

¡ Insert function is not commutative

function non-commutative. Non-commutativity can be solved by ensuring the list is sorted, but
doing so adds complexity to the insert function and any proofs that require the use of this sorted
property.

3.2.2 Association list

One step up from a partial function is an association list, defined as list (name * type). The
insert function simply adds a new pair to the front of the list, and lookup traverses the list until it
finds a pair with the matching name, returning None if it does not find it. As with partial functions,
a boolean equality operator is all that is required for implementing this, so it can be implemented
for all of the above name representations.

The association list has the opposite problem of the partial function. It has a good inductive prin-
ciple, since it is just a list; however, its insert operator is not commutative. If we sort the list by
the names, we arrive at an identical implementation to Coq’s FMapList in the standard library.
This does give us a commutative insert function, but severely lessens the power of our inductive
principle: we no longer induct over elements in the reverse order that we inserted them. This makes
impossible several important proofs, including the associativity and commutativity of environment
splits.

3.2.3 List of optional types

When names are restricted to natural numbers, we are able to use the names themselves to index
a simple list of types. For example, the list [Some Unit; None; Some End] types 0 as
Unit and 2 as End. None values are placeholders in order to keep the indices correct, even when
some names are not in the environment. This representation of type environments limits the name
representation to either de Bruijn indices or PHOAS, where names can be instantiated as natural
numbers.

The benefits of this representation, however, are immediately apparent. As with a straight associ-
ation list, the inductive principle is straightforward list induction. The insert function is commuta-
tive, since it does not matter in which order we modify two distinct indices of a list. Importantly,
although we can insert into the middle of a list, we also have a clear order defined, which means
that the context split operator has a clear order to it. This simplifies all proofs associated with the
context split operation and makes it easy to induct over.

This representation has an additional useful property when used with de Bruijn indices. When
entering a new name’s scope, we need to add a type for it and shift all of the other indices up one.
This is done succinctly by inserting the type of the new name to the front of the list.

This project uses the list of optional types representation for type environments.
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LIST OF OPTIONAL TYPES (OUR CHOICE!)

¡ When names are restricted to nat, we can use the names themselves to index a simple list of types.

E.g.,

Types: 0 as Unit; 2 as End and None is placeholder.

¡ Pros

¡ Good inductive principle (it’s just a list!)

¡ Insert function is commutative

¡ Simplifies proofs associated with environment split
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IMPLEMENTATION

¡ Project outcome: machine-checkable representation of the π-calculus and binary session types:

¡ Process terms 

¡ Session types 

¡ Reduction rules 

¡ Typing environments 

¡ Typing rules 

¡ Proofs (many only in Coq, rather than in theory) TBC



Π-CALCULUS PROCESS TERMS

¡ De Bruijn indices: names as nats, bindings implied by the structure

Chapter 4

Implementation

The product of this project is a machine-checkable representation of the ⇡-calculus and session
types over it. This section will discuss that representation, as well as some of the proven properties
of process terms, reduction rules, typing environments, and typing rules. Many of these proofs are
found in [14], but many others are applicable solely for a formal representation, as they are plainly
apparent in an informal mathematical context but not so in a formal computational model.

Most structures and principles are represented as inductive definitions, described briefly in Sec-
tion 2.3. Proofs about such structures are done in proof mode, and generally only the types will be
shown in the report. The full proof script can be found in the project resources.

4.1 ⇡-calculus process terms

⇡-calculus process terms are here represented using de Bruijn indices. As such, we represent names
as natural numbers, and all bindings are implied by the structure. The definition of process terms is
provided below. Note that ne_list is a non-empty list type.

Inductive branch : Type :=
| Branch :> nat -> branch.

Inductive value : Type :=
| VUnit : value | VName :> nat -> value.

Inductive process : Type :=
| P0 : process
| PNew : process -> process (* two bindings *)
| PComp : process -> process -> process
| POutput : value -> value -> process -> process
| PInput : value -> process -> process (* one binding *)
| PSelect : value -> branch -> process -> process
| PBranch : value -> ne_list process -> process.
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NOTATIONS

¡ Notations can be used in Coq, allowing us to construct π-calculus terms in a more visually natural way.

The cases provided are identical to the process syntax provided in Figure 2.1. Each name is bound
to the n� 1th binding before it, since natural numbers in Coq begin at 0. Notations can be used in
Coq, allowing us to construct ⇡-calculus terms in a more visually natural way.

Notation "u ? ; P" := (PInput u P).
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Section process_induction.
Variable Pred : process -> Prop.

Hypothesis case_P0 : Pred P0.
Hypothesis case_PNew : forall P, Pred P -> Pred ((new) P).
Hypothesis case_PComp : forall P Q, Pred P -> Pred Q -> Pred (P ||| Q).
Hypothesis case_POutput : forall P u v, Pred P -> Pred (u ! v; P).
Hypothesis case_PInput : forall P u, Pred P -> Pred (u ? ; P).
Hypothesis case_PSelect : forall P u n, Pred P -> Pred (u <| n; P).
Hypothesis case_PBranch : forall u l, Forall_ne Pred l -> Pred (u |> l).

Hint Constructors Forall_ne.

Definition process_ind : forall P, Pred P.
refine (fix F (P : process) : Pred P :=

match P with
| P0 => case_P0
| ((new) P)%proc => case_PNew P (F P)
| (P ||| Q)%proc => case_PComp P Q (F P) (F Q)
| (u ! v; P)%proc => case_POutput P u v (F P)
| (u ? ; P)%proc => case_PInput P u (F P)
| (u <| n; P)%proc => case_PSelect P u n (F P)
| (u |> l)%proc => _
end).
apply case_PBranch; induction l; eauto.
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| FreeBranch : forall k (v : value) bs,
VName (n + k) = v \/ Exists_ne (fun P => Free_k n k P) bs ->
Free_k n k (v |> bs).

Definition Free n := Free_k n 0.

This definition is more complex than ones we have seen earlier, so some explanation will be useful.
The property at the end of each statement, after the final arrow, is the proof we are constructing,
and each property before the last arrow is a condition to demonstrate that. For example, in standard
mathematical notation, the constructor FreeComp would appear as follows:

Free(n, k, P ) _ Free(n, k,Q)
FreeComp

Free(n, k, (P | Q))

With this definition of free, we can prove that lifting provides free names. Or, rather, if we lift all
numbers by m within a k-free environment, if n < m then n will be free.

Lemma lift_names_free :
forall P k n m,

n < m -> ⇠Free_k n k (lift m k P).

4.3 Structural congruence

Since reduction relies on structural congruence, we must define a relation for structural congruence
first. Structural congruence is defined inductively in much the same way that Free_k was. We
reserve a notation for congruence before the definition so that we are able to use that notation
throughout the definition.

Inductive proc_congruent : process -> process -> Prop :=
| PCCompCommutative P Q : P ||| Q === Q ||| P
| PCCompAssociative P Q R :

(P ||| Q) ||| R === P ||| (Q ||| R)
| PCComp0 P : P ||| P0 === P
| PCScopeExpansion P Q :

(PNew P) ||| Q === PNew (P ||| incr_free 2 Q)
| PCScope0 :

PNew P0 === P0
| PCScopeCommutative P :

PNew (PNew P) === PNew (PNew (swap 0 2 (swap 1 3 P)))
| PCScopeSwap P :

PNew P === PNew (swap 0 1 P)
| PCInnerNew P Q : P === Q -> PNew P === PNew Q
| PCInnerOutput P Q v1 v2 :

P === Q -> POutput v1 v2 P === POutput v1 v2 Q
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REDUCTION

| PCInnerInput P Q v :
P === Q -> PInput v P === PInput v Q

| PCInnerCompLeft P Q R : P === Q -> P ||| R === Q ||| R
| PCInnerCompRight P Q R : P === Q -> R ||| P === R ||| Q
| PCRefl P : P === P
| PCSymm P Q : P === Q -> Q === P
| PCTrans P Q R : P === Q -> Q === R -> P === R
where "P === Q" := (proc_congruent P Q).

The first seven constructors are straightforward translations from the mathematical definition given
earlier in Figure 2.3. The remaining constructors are properties of general congruence relations.
The rules named as Inner are statements of contextual congruence — if the inner terms are con-
gruent and they are within the same context, then the entire term is congruent. PCRefl, PCSymm,
and PCTrans are the typical reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity of congruence relations, re-
spectively.

4.4 Reduction

Reduction is similarly a straightforward translation.

Reserved Notation "P ==> Q" (at level 60).

Inductive reduce : process -> process -> Prop :=
| RComm P Q payload :

(new) (1 ! payload; P ||| 0 ?; Q) ==>
(new) (P ||| subst payload 0 Q)

| RCase P Qs b Q :
ne_index b Qs = Some Q ->
(new) (1 <| b; P ||| 0 |> Qs) ==> PNew (P ||| Q)

| RRes P Q : P ==> Q -> (new) P ==> (new) Q
| RPar P Q R : P ==> Q -> P ||| R ==> Q ||| R
| RStruct P P’ Q Q’ :

P === P’ -> Q’ === Q -> P’ ==> Q’ ->
P ==> Q

where "P ==> Q" := (reduce P Q).

While the translation is straightforward, RComm and RCase look rather different. We send and
receive (or select and branch) on 1 and 0, which will always be the innermost bound co-names. In
RComm, the 0 in the subst expression refers to the name implicitly bound by the input construct
and not the one used as the receiving channel end. In RCase, we first check that there is a value at
the requested index and then reduce to the selected process term.
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SESSION TYPES
4.5 Session types

Session types are similar in structure to processes, with the distinction that the types must be divided
between base types and session types, which each refer to the other. We use type for all types,
with stype referring strictly to session types.

Inductive type : Set :=
| TUnit : type
| TSession :> stype -> type
with stype : Set :=
| TEnd : stype
| TSend : type -> stype -> stype
| TRecv : type -> stype -> stype
| TSelect : ne_list stype -> stype
| TBranch : ne_list stype -> stype.

Each constructor closely models one of the cases in the mathematical definition of session types
presented earlier in Figure 2.4. The with keyword is used to create mutually recursive types,
allowing each type to refer to the other. This nesting of types, as well as the ne_list types nested
within stype, means stype requires inductive principle. It is defined in much the same way as
the inductive principle for process is.

We once again provide notation to make types appear more alike to their mathematical counterparts.

Notation "’Unit’" := TUnit.
Notation "’End’" := TEnd.
Notation "! T1 ; T2" := (TSend T1 T2).
Notation "? T1 ; T2" := (TRecv T1 T2).
Notation "& bs" := (TBranch bs).
Notation "(+) bs" := (TSelect bs).

We here define dual, which is a straightforward translation from the mathematical definition.

Fixpoint dual (T : stype) : stype :=
let dual_branches := fix dual_branches bs : ne_list stype :=

match bs with
| ne_nil T => ne_nil (dual T)
| ne_cons T bs’ => ne_cons (dual T) (dual_branches bs’)
end in

match T with
| End => End
| ! T1; T2 => ? T1; dual T2
| ? T1; T2 => ! T1; dual T2
| (+) bs => & dual_branches bs
| & bs => (+) dual_branches bs
end.
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The dual_branches function here enclosed may seem strange, especially since it is identical
to the much simpler and clearer map dual. This inner function is necessary due to the way Coq
handles recursive functions. In order to disallow infinite recursive functions, Coq requires that one
of the arguments be strictly decreasing in size. In the case of dual, that is T, which shrinks in
each recursive call. However, Coq has difficulty recognizing this strictly decreasing property when
higher-order functions are used. As such, we make a second, simply recursive function to convince
Coq that T is in fact strictly decreasing on each recursive call.

An important property of the dual function is that it is its own inverse. This is stated as the
following lemma:

Lemma dual_inverse :
forall T,

dual (dual T) = T.

The last of the simple functions on types required are lin and un, which each should be the
negation of the other. They are defined here.

Definition lin (T : type) : Prop :=
match T with
| End => False
| TSession _ => True
| _ => False
end.

Definition un (T : type) : Prop :=
match T with
| End => True
| TSession _ => False
| _ => True
end.

Moreover, it is trivial to prove that each is the negation of the other.

Lemma lin_not_un : Lemma un_not_lin :
forall T, forall T,

lin T <-> ⇠un T. un T <-> ⇠lin T.

4.6 Type environments

As discussed in Section 3.2.3, this project uses lists of optional types to represent type environments.
This can be realized with a simple alias definition.

Definition env := list (option type).
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TYPE ENVIRONMENTS AND TYPING RULES
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Inductive env_split : env -> env -> env -> Prop :=
| CSNil : [] ⇠= [] + []
| CSNone G G1 G2 :

G ⇠= G1 + G2 ->
(None :: G) ⇠= (None :: G1) + (None :: G2)

| CSUnrestricted G G1 G2 (T : type):
un T -> (G ⇠= G1 + G2) ->
G;; T ⇠= G1;; T + G2;; T

| CSLeft G G1 G2 (T : type) :
lin T -> G ⇠= G1 + G2 ->
G;; T ˜= G1;; T + (None :: G2)

| CSRight G G1 G2 (T : type) :
lin T -> G ⇠= G1 + G2 ->
G;; T ⇠= (None :: G1) + G2;; T

where "G ⇠= G1 + G2" := (env_split G G1 G2).

Theorem env_correct :
forall G G1 G2,

(exists H, env_add G1 G2 H = G) <-> G ⇠= G1 + G2.

The can_add_env argument is a proof that G1 and G2 are allowed to be added. Specifically,
environments with two different types assigned to the same name are disallowed. This allows us
to more easily reason about the allowable structures of G1 and G2 for the correctness proof. With
correctness proven, we can go between the two representations of the split operation to use the one
most suited to the application.

4.7 Typing rules

Once we have environment splits defined, we are able to translate the typing rules. We define the
typing rules inductively, starting first with typing values.

Reserved Notation "G ’|-v’ u : T".

Inductive types_value : env -> value -> type -> Prop :=
| TVName :

forall G x T,
un_env (raw_replace x None G) -> lookup x G = Some T ->
G |-v x : T

| TVVal :
forall G,

un_env G ->
G |-v VUnit : Unit

where "G ’|-v’ u : T" := (types_value G u T).

The definition for TVName looks a little different because we are operating on the type environment
in the reverse direction of the mathematical rule. In this case, x already has a type T in G, and we
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remove it from the environment for checking the unrestricted property.

The process typing rules are a relatively straightforward translation of the mathematical rules.

Inductive types_process : env -> process -> Prop :=
| TPInact :

forall G, un_env G -> G |-p P0
| TPPar :

forall G G1 G2 P Q,
G1 |-p P -> G2 |-p Q -> G ⇠= G1 + G2 ->
G |-p P ||| Q

| TPRes :
forall (G : env) (T : stype) P,

G;; TSession (dual T);; TSession T |-p P ->
G |-p (new) P

| TPIn :
forall (G G1 G2 : env) (x : nat) T S P,

G1 |-v x : ? T ; S ->
(replace x (TSession S) G2);; T |-p P ->
G ⇠= G1 + G2 ->
G |-p x ? ; P

| TPOut :
forall G G1 G2 G3 (x : nat) u T S P,

G1 |-v x : ! T ; S -> G2 |-v u : T ->
replace x (TSession S) G3 |-p P ->
G ⇠= G1 + G2 + G3 ->
G |-p x ! u; P

| TPBranch :
forall G G1 G2 (x : nat) Ts Ps,

G1 |-v x : & Ts ->
Forall_pair_ne

(fun T P => replace x (TSession T) G2 |-p P) Ts Ps ->
G ⇠= G1 + G2 ->
G |-p x |> Ps

| TPSelect :
forall G G1 G2 (x : nat) b Ts T P,

G1 |-v x : (+) Ts ->
ne_index b Ts = Some T ->
replace x (TSession T) G2 |-p P ->
G ⇠= G1 + G2 ->
G |-p PSelect x b P

where "G ’|-p’ P" := (types_process G P).

Once again, we require a Forall value in the TPBranch constructor, so we must redefine the
inductive principle. The Forall_pair variant both ensures that Ts and Bs are the same length
and pairs each process with a type. This requires that we redefine the inductive principle for the
types_process relation, also.
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TOWARDS TYPE PRESERVATION…

4.8 Type preservation

Type preservation is an important theorem required for type systems: if a term is well-typed and it
reduces, then the reduced term is also well-typed. It can be expressed mathematically as follows:

If � ` P and P ! Q then � ` Q

This result was not fully encoded in Coq. Several supporting lemmas were proven, however, as the
start toward this goal. We list them here in their mathematical and Coq representations and briefly
discuss their proofs. Proofs which are Admitted are unfinished and will be left to future work.

Lemma (Unrestricted weakening): If � ` P and un(T ) then �, x : T ` P .

Theorem unrestricted_weakening :
forall P G,
G |-p P ->
forall T x, un T -> lookup x G = None ->
(replace x T G) |-p P.

This can be proven by induction over the typing judgement G |-p P. Much of the effort of this
proof was in determining a tactic for proving that x is distinct from all of the names appearing in P
in order to show that none of the previous typing judgements are affected. The additional hypothesis
lookup x G = None, which is assumed by the semantics of environment updates, is necessary
for proving name inequality.

Lemma (Strengthening): Let � ` P and x /2 fv(P ).

1. If ¬ un(T ) then (x : T ) /2 �.
2. If � = �0, x : T then �0 ` P .

Lemma strengthening1 :
forall G P,
G |-p P ->
forall x T, ⇠Free x P ->
(⇠un T -> ⇠lookup x G = Some T).

Lemma strengthening2 :
forall G P,
G |-p P ->
forall x, ⇠Free x P ->
raw_replace x None G |-p P.

We split this lemma into two in order to refer more easily to each individual result. Both lemmas are
once again proven by induction on G |-p P. Much of the work is spent manipulating the proof
that x is not free.

Lemma (Preservation for ⌘): If � ` P and P ⌘ Q then � ` Q.
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Lemma pc_preservation :
forall P Q,
P === Q ->
forall G, G |-p P <-> G |-p Q.

Admitted.

This lemma would be proven by induction on P === Q. We must prove the biconditional here
rather than a simple implication in order to have a strong enough inductive hypothesis to prove the
symmetry case. Most of the effort of this proof is in various lemmas about incr_free and swap.
These are lemmas which are left to future work, and as such, this proof is unfinished.

Lemma (Preservation for substitution): If �1 ` v : T and �2, x : T ` P and � = �1 � �2 then
� ` P [v/x].

Theorem subst_preservation :
forall G G1 G2 v T P,
G1 |-v v : T ->
G2;; T |-p P ->
G ˜= G1 + G2 ->
G |-p subst v 0 P.

Admitted.

This lemma would be proven by induction on the P’s structure. It relies heavily on the behavior of
subst, which adds complexity on top of an already elaborate proof. Vasconcelos [14] provides
much detail for this proof. It will be left to future work.

Theorem (Type preservation): If � ` P and P ! Q then � ` Q.

Theorem type_preservation :
forall P Q,
P ==> Q ->
forall G, G |-p P ->
G |-p Q.

Admitted.

With the previous lemmas proven or assumed, type preservation should be proven by induction on
P ==> Q. Most of the cases are trivial. However, the cases for RCom and RCase require a lot of
work inverting both typing judgements and context splits. Most of the effort required here involves
finding the useful information amidst the noise of a screen full of facts. This result is also left to
future work.
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future work.
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TOWARDS TYPE PRESERVATION …

¡ Proof by induction on

¡ “Most of the effort required here involves finding the useful information amidst the noise of a screen full of facts. […]” 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

¡ Discussed alternative representations for the design of the formalisation

¡ We formalised: process terms, session types, type environment, typing rules and some auxiliary lemmas

¡ Finalise Type Preservation and move onto Type Safety

¡ Replication and recursion

¡ Rewrite code into a library

¡ Explore PHOAS name binding representation

¡ …



Thank you!

Questions??


